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For every prime p, we construct a subgroup of Philip Hall's universal locally
finite group which is both maximal and a p-group. This provides an example
of a simple locally finite group with a maximal subgroup which is locally
nilpotent. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we prove that for each prime p, P. Hall's universal
 w x.countable locally finite group see 4 has a maximal subgroup that is a
p-group, thus providing an example of an infinite locally finite simple
group that contains maximal, locally nilpotent p-subgroups. Therefore,
Thompson's theorem stating that a finite group which contains a maximal
 w x.nilpotent subgroup of odd order is solvable see 5, Theorem 10.4.2
cannot be extended to prove the local solvability of locally finite groups
containing maximal, locally nilpotent subgroups. One generalization of
wThompson's result to linear groups was given by Wehrfritz in 6, Theorem
x12.8 : a periodic linear group G with a maximal locally nilpotent subgroup
M is solvable provided the Sylow subgroups of M fulfill certain conditions.
w x  .In 1 these conditions were relaxed to require that either Mrcore M isG
not a 2-group or it is nilpotent of class at most 2. The simple group
 .PSL 2, 17 , which has a dihedral group of order 16 and nilpotency class 3
as maximal subgroup, shows that the restrictions are necessary in the case
 . w xthat Mrcore M is a 2-group. Bruno and Schuur in 2 extended thisG
theme to a locally finite group G, finding among other things that G is
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solvable if it contains a maximal subgroup M satisfying one of the
following conditions:
 .  .i M is nilpotent and Mrcore M is not a p-group for any prime p,G
 .ii M is nilpotent of class at most 2,
 .iii M is nilpotent and has min-p for the odd primes p involved in M,
and the Sylow 2-subgroup of M has nilpotency class at most 2.
The main result of this paper is the following:
THEOREM 1.1. The countable uni¤ersal locally finite group U constructed
 w x.by Philip Hall see 4 contains, for each prime p, a maximal subgroup that is
a p-group.
We recall the definition of the universal group U. Let G be the1
symmetric group on 3 elements. Define a sequence of groups G andn
embeddings d : G “ G inductively in the following way: G is then n nq1 nq1
symmetric group on the set G and d is the right regular representationn n
 .  4of G into Sym G . We define U to be the direct limit lim G , d .n n n n“
 .Generally, we will identify G with the subgroup d G of G , so that Un n n nq1
can be thought of as the union of all groups G .n
2. REDUCTION
For the remainder of the paper, let p be a fixed prime.
Note 2.1. Clearly the definition of U is not affected if we omit finitely
 4many terms of the series G . So, for technical reasons, we may assumen
 4  .that the first term of the series G defined above is G s Sym k , wheren 1
 X 4 k ) 5p. Consider now the series G of derived subgroups recall that then
X . XG are alternating groups . Then U s D G , since U is simple. Moreover,n n n
G is embedded via d in the alternating group GX , since for all x g Gn n nq1 n
<  : <  .the index G : x is even and so d x is the product of an even numbern n
< : <of cycles of length x .
Starting from the chain of groups G described in Note 2.1, we will findn
 4a chain P , where P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G , such that then n n
p-subgroup D P is a maximal subgroup of U. The key for the construc-n n
tion of the groups P lies in the following proposition whose proof is givenn
in Sections 3 and 4.
PROPOSITION 2.2. For any natural number n, gi¤en a Sylow p-subgroup Pn
of G and x g G _ P , there exists a Sylow p-subgroup P of G suchn n n nq1 nq1
 : Xthat P - P and x, P G G .n nq1 nq1 nq1
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Obser¤ation 2.3. Proposition 2.2 implies Theorem 1.1.
Proof. Let k g N and P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G . Then there is ak k
 .natural number m s f k G k q 1 and a sequence P - P - ??? -k kq1
P - P , where P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G for k F j F m, such thatmy 1 m j j
 : X  4x, P G G for all x g G _ P : for, let G _ P s x , x , . . . , x . Us-m m k k k k 1 2 s
ing Proposition 2.2, choose P , a Sylow p-subgroup of G , such thatkq1 kq1
 : XP - P and x , P G G . Since x g G _ P , again byk kq1 1 kq1 kq1 2 kq1 kq1
 .Proposition 2.2, we can choose P g Syl G such that P - Pkq2 p kq2 kq1 kq2
 : Xand x , P G G . Repeat the construction and get that P is a2 kq2 kq2 kqi
 : XSylow p-subgroup of G such that P - P and x , P G Gkq i kqiy1 kqi i kqi kqi
 .for all i s 1, . . . , s. Set m s f k s k q s. For i s 1, . . . , s, we have
 :  :  X :  : Xx , P G x , P , P G G , P G x , P G G , since x is ini m i kqi m kqi m s m m s
X  . XG which is embedded in G see Note 2.1 and so also in G . Now, fixk kq1 kqi
 .a Sylow p-subgroup P of G , set m s 1 and m s f m , and consider1 1 0 t ty1
the sequence of Sylow p-subgroups P of G as constructed above: P - Pj j 1 2
- ??? - P - P - ??? - P - ??? - P - ??? . By constructionm m q1 m m1 1 2 t
 : Xx, P G G for all t and x g G _ P . Set M s D P . We claimm m m m i it t ty1 ty1
that M is a maximal subgroup of U. So for x g U _ M and g g U we have
 :to prove that g g x, M . Since x g U and x f M, there exists a natural
number l such that x g G _ P for all h G l. By Note 2.1, since g g U,h h
there is a natural number k such that m G l and g g GX . Thenky1 m kX :  :x g G _ P and so x, P G G . It follows that g g x, M .m m m mky 1 ky1 k k
 w x.A theorem of Jordan see 3, Theorem 3.3E states that a primitive
permutation group of degree n ) p q 2 containing a p-cycle is either
 .alternating or symmetric the condition p a prime is necessary . Thus,
since any Sylow p-subgroup of G contains a p-cycle and GX is annq1 nq1
alternating group, in order to prove Proposition 2.2 it is enough to find for
 :each x g G _ P a Sylow p-subgroup P of G such that x, P isn n nq1 nq1 nq1
transitive and primitive on G . The remainder of the paper is devoted ton
the proof of the existence of a Sylow p-subgroup P of G with thenq1 nq1
desired properties.
3. CRITERION
Let G be a group acting on a set V. Recall that L : V is a Jordan set
< <for G on V if L ) 1 and there exists a subgroup of G acting transitively
on L and trivially on V _ L.
w xLEMMA 3.1 3, Lemma 7.4B . Suppose that a group G acts transiti¤ely
and imprimiti¤ely on a set V. Let L be a Jordan subset on V and let B be a
nontri¤ial block for G such that B l L / B. Then either B : L or L : B.
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Proof. Suppose B › L, and let b be an element in B _ L and l g B
l L. Since L is a Jordan set, there is a subgroup H of G that fixes all
elements of V _ L and is transitive on L. Hence, for each h g H, we have
bh s b g B l Bh, and therefore B s Bh. The transitivity of H on L
implies L s lH, and so L ; B.
The Sylow p-subgroups of the symmetric groups will play a fundamental
part in the following proofs. So we recall their structure and properties.
w xFor more details see 3, Example 2.6.1 .
Note 3.2. We first describe the structure of the Sylow p-subgroups of a
 . ssymmetric group Sym V over a finite set V of order p with s G 1.
 .Under this assumption a Sylow p-subgroup Q of Sym V is isomorphic to
the iterated wreath product C wr C wr ??? wr C with s factors. Since thep p p
wreath product of two transitive permutation groups is transitive on the
cartesian product of their supports, the group Q is transitive on V by
< < ainduction. Consider now the case V s mp where p ƒ m, and let m s a0
q a p q ??? qa pr be the p-adic expansion of m; here, 0 F a - p for all1 r i
i and a / 0. Define a s a q a q ??? qa . A Sylow p-subgroup Q ofr 0 1 r
 .Sym V is the direct product Q s Q = Q = ??? = Q , where each Q is1 2 a i
isomorphic to a Sylow p-subgroup of the symmetric group over its support
S . The sets S are all the Q-orbits and, for 0 F k F r, there are a orbitsi i k
of Q of cardinality paqk. Moreover, since Q acts trivially on V _ S , thei i
< <set S is a Jordan set for Q on V as long as S ) 1.i i
In our situation V is a group, which we identify with its image in
 .Sym V via the right regular representation. Suppose that Q contains a
Sylow p-subgroup P of V. The orbits of P on V are its left cosets and,
since P F Q, each Q-orbit is a union of P-orbits.
In the following lemma we give a criterion for the transitivity and
 .primitivity of a subgroup of Sym G containing a Sylow p-subgroup of
 .Sym G , where G is a finite group.
< < aLEMMA 3.3. Let G be a finite group with G s mp , where p ƒ m,
m ) 1, and a / 0. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G and let x g G _ P.
 .Suppose that Q is a Sylow p-subgroup of Sym G containing P and let
S , S , . . . , S be the Q-orbits on G, with S of maximal cardinality. Then1 2 a 1
 :x, Q is transiti¤e and primiti¤e on G if there exists a trans¤ersal G s1
 4g , g , . . . , g for the P-orbits in S such that:1 2 s 1
 .i s G a and g x g S for 1 F i F a ,i i
 .ii Q has a p-cycle whose support contains g and g .1 2
< <Proof. Notice first that a / 0 forces S ) 1, for 1 F i F a . Thus eachi
 :Q-orbit is a Jordan set for x, Q on G. Since Q is transitive on its orbits,
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 .  :i implies that x, Q is transitive on G. Suppose, in order to get a
 :  :contradiction, that x, Q is imprimitive and let B be a nontrivial x, Q -
block containing g . The support S of the p-cycle described in condition1
 .  :ii is a Jordan set for x, Q . Thus, by Lemma 3.1, either B : S or S : B.
< <But B : S implies B s S, since S is a prime. Hence g g B and2
g x, g x g Bx. Applying Lemma 3.1 to S and Bx, we have that either1 2 1
Bx : S or S : Bx. But g x g Bx l S and S l S s B contradict1 1 2 2 1 2
Bx : S . It follows that S ; Bx, and so g g B l Bx, that implies B s Bx.1 1 1
Thus G ; B and g x g Bx l S for all i. Since S ; Bx and S l S s B1 i i 1 1 i
for all i, again by Lemma 3.1 we have S ; Bx for all i. This impliesi
Bx s V, a contradiction.
4. EXISTENCE
The next result proves Proposition 2.2 which implies Theorem 1.1 see
.Observation 2.3 .
Notice that the condition m ) p5 in the statement of the next theorem
is not truly restrictive since in the application of this result we have
< <  .G s n s k! for some k ) 5p see Note 2.1 , and so m is divisible by the
 . . . . .product p q 1 2 p q 1 3 p q 1 4 p q 1 5p q 1 .
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a group of order n s pam, where a / 0, m ) p5,
and p ƒ m. If P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G and x g G _ P, then there exists a
 .  :  .Sylow p-subgroup Q of Sym G such that P - Q and x, Q G Alt G .
Proof. Let m s a q a p q ??? qa pr be the p-adic expansion of m0 1 r
 . .and define a s a q a q ??? qa . Certainly a F r q 1 p y 1 . Now0 1 r
5  . . rr G 5 since m ) p , and it follows that r q 1 p y 1 - p r4. Thus
r  4a - p r4 - mr4. Now let g , g , g , . . . , g be a subset of G maxi-1 2 3 s
mal with respect to the condition that no two elements of S s
 4g , g , . . . , g , g x, g x, . . . , g x lie in the same P-coset. By the maximal-1 2 s 1 2 s
ity of s, for all g g G, either g g SP or gx g SP. Thus G s SP j SPxy1.
a < < < < aHence mp s n F 2 ? S ? P s 4 sp , and so, by what we said above,
s G mr4 ) a . Extend S to a transversal G of P in G, and let
 4G , G , . . . , G be a partition of G such that:1 2 a
 . < < ri G s p and g g G for 1 F i F a ,1 i 1
 .ii G contains g x for 1 F i F a ,i i
 . jiii for each j s 0, . . . , r there are a subsets G of cardinality p .j i
 .Let c be a p-cycle of Sym G whose support contains both g and g .1 1 2
 .For 1 F i F a , choose R to be a Sylow p-subgroup of Sym G ini i
 .such a way that c g R . By iii and Note 3.2, the direct product1
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 .R s R = R = ??? = R is a Sylow p-subgroup of Sym G , and the sets G1 2 a i
 .are its orbits. View R as a subgroup of Sym G by making its elements act
trivially on G _ G. The conjugates of R by elements of P have disjoint
 :supports and generate their direct product, so P, R is the wreath
 :  .product R wr P. In particular, P, R is a p-subgroup of Sym G and its
< < < <orbits are unions of P-cosets of the form G ? P of order G ? P . Hencei i
 : aq iP, R has a orbits of cardinality p , for 0 F i F r. Let Q be a Sylowi
 .  :p-subgroup of Sym G that contains P, R . By Note 3.2, the sets G ? P arei
the orbits of Q and the hypotheses of Lemma 3.3 are satisfied. Thus
 :x, Q is transitive and primitive on G. Since Q contains a p-cycle, by
 :  .Jordan's theorem x, Q G Alt G .
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